
With the „Original SPORTCARAVAN“ biker tours become a unique and relaxed experience.

Through its clear, unique position and the innovation factor, Steffen Gross has succeeded in de-
veloping a perfect combination of a safe, dry motorcycle garage for up to three motorbikes and a 
top-equipped caravan cabin for up to four people and sealed off the garage to prevent any unplea-
sant smell.

„The Original SPORCARAVAN“ gets together what belongs together: man and machine, human 
and high-quality leisure equipment. Inventor and founder Steffen Gross has established a mar-
ket segment that has not existed so far: the SPORTCARAVAN combines a unique transport and 
housing solution for those who want to go on longer tours with their motorcycles and do not feel 
like staying in a hotel – but close to their safely isolated and controlled high-profile „babies“. The 
unique and innovative feature is the combination of a safe and dry motorbike garage for a maxi-
mum of three motorcycles and a caravan cabin fully sealed off from the garage providing sufficient 
space for up to four people. Inside the SPORTCARAVAN you will find comforts such as comfort-
able beds, mini-kitchen, dining table, storage space and the XL version even offers a shower.

The CUBEs are small rolling hotels with a garage for the two-wheeled treasures, fully-fledged cara-
vans with integrated motorbike storage.  Everything is straightforward and can be put into opera-
tion  in a short period of time. Steffen Gross puts it in a nutshell: „Simply pack your equipment, 
invite friends, go somewhere comfortable, camp and hit the road.  The manufacturer offers some 
useful additional features: such as a sun blind with matching walls for a kind of awning; 100 km/h 
approval or a winch with remote control.

Automotive Brand Award 2018 for SPORTCARAVAN for outstanding product and communication 
design „The Original SPORTCARAVAN“ catches on and finds more and more buyers. So it is not 
surprising that the idea won the Automotive Brand Contest 2018 in the category „Future, Mobi-
lity, Parts“. With the competition, the German Design Council honors outstanding product and 
communication design in the automotive industry. Motorcycle expert, globetrotter and grip- pre-
senter Jens Kuck shows in impressing videos how it feels and how practical the use of the SPORT-
CARAVAN is. They are available on Youtube and on www.sportcaravan.de.

Contact 
SPORTCARAVAN 
Werksiedlung Hufnagel 11 
67376 Harthausen 
+49 6344 944 880 
www.sportcaravan.de
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